
BEGINNING: 
Do you like a scary story? Or maybe a world with a cliche horror setting? Maybe you just 

want to shoot others with impunity instead. Regardless of what exactly it is you seek, I'm 
sure you'll find it in the world of Resident Evil. A world where zombies and mutated 

monsters are not only real, but they have a nasty habit of popping up. 
  
Medicine has come a long way in this world, and with it the age-old allure of ambition. 

Viral agents have been created and conspiracy has blanketed the world in the pursuit of 
power, and it seems like any company with the resources can unleash a zombie 

apocalypse at any time. 
  
But that's why we have people like you, right? 

  
You have 1000CP to spend. 

You can keep all powers, skills, and equipment collected from prior jumps. 
  
STORY: 

If you really want a summed up version, it's the modern world with zombies and 
monsters. 

  
To be more clear, however... a major pharmaceutical corporation called 'Umbrella' has 
more or less revolutionized the world of medicine with its products and knowledge of 

biology. In the process they have gained quite a number of resources and financial 
options, giving them significant amount of room to work. But for every story there is 

something occurring behind the scenes, and with Umbrella it was no different. They 
sought to gain power through a viral agent called 'Stairway of the Sun', or 'Progenitor', in 
order to expand their grasp on the world. It was from Progenitor that such pathogens as 

the T-Virus, G-Virus, and similar derivatives were created. With mutagentic parasites 
such as Las Plagas in other parts of the world, their leaders hoped to become strong. 

  
Alas, the Fates can be fickle. You will be placed in this world mid-October of 1998, 
when Raccoon City met a rather grisly fate via multiple viral outbreaks and the 

sterilization of the city as a result. Umbrella continues to exist but has begin its eventual 
decline, with many other pharmaceutical corporations rushing to pick up the pieces and 

reap the spoils for themselves. It is a time of chaos and opportunity, of establishing one's 
place in this story. 
  

Good Luck. 
  

STARTING LOCATION: 
Roll 1d8 to determine your starting point, or pay 100CP to decide for yourself: 
  

1. Washington D.C.: The heart of the American Government! This place is quite safe, but 
also heavily guarded following the revelation of biological weapons. Tread carefully here.  

  



2. London: The United Kingdom's never a bad place. The headquarters of the eventual 
B.S.A.A. will be located here, allowing for ample opportunity if you have the patience 

for it. 
  

3. Spain: Enjoy the culture, see the sights! If you know how to speak Spanish, that just 
opens up many more opportunities. There's a small village in a rural, isolated area of the 
country that could be of interest if you're looking for danger; the Las Plagas originate 

from the village. 
  

4. Kikiju Autonomous Zone: A small region located in Somalia, this place is a bit of a 
shithole. Unbeknownst to a LOT of people, there's an Umbrella facility nearby, with the 
source of the Progenitor virus. Your call on how to go about it. 

  
5. Chicago, Illinois: A bustling metropolis where there's plenty of places to get lost, get 

wealthy, or get a stable life. Umbrella U.S.A. Headquarters is located here, which had 
jurisdiction over Raccoon City's headquarters before it went up. The company should be 
quite active in this political mess. 

  
6. Harvardville: A city of around a hundred thousand people, located somewhere on the 

East Coast. It's much like Raccoon City, a town with plenty of innocents despite a 
corporate foothold. The pharmaceutical company WilPharma has a facility located here, 
meant to develop vaccines after the disaster that was Raccoon. 

  
7. France: C'est la vie! You've found yourself in a location stereotyped for its culture and 

locations of romance. On the plus side, there's no lack of things to do. On the other hand, 
Paris is the location of Umbrella Europe. There's certain to be some unusual things 
located in there. 

  
8. Free Pick: The Fates are fickle indeed. You're able to choose any location from the 

above, at no cost to yourself whatsoever. Carve your mark in the world as you see fit. 
  
IDENTITY: 

Roll 1d8+18 to determine your age, keep your gender. You can determine both of these 
yourself for 100CP. 

  
You have to decide how you came to be in this world. There's plenty of options for you in 
that regard: 

  
-Drop-In (Free) 

+No additional memories affecting you 
-No contacts which to bail you out 
You awake in a small home in the location you have selected, with your items packed 

away. Your taxes and utilities have been paid a year in advance, and you have a driver's 
license. No one except those you pay know who you are. 

  
-Researcher (100CP) 



+Impressive knowledge in scientific fields 
+Connections with graduated classmates makes it easier to move around 

-May encounter prejudice. Nerd. 
-Little combat experience 

You wake up in an apartment of your choice, or a Peace Corps camp if you were in 
Kikiju. You may be on corporate business, or maybe you're working with some 
physicians. Either way, you're here to determine causes, and to create solutions. 

  
-Law Official (100CP) 

+Reasonable knowledge on local laws 
+Skilled with firearms 
-You're monitored more carefully 

-Nobody likes a snitch 
You wake up startled in your office. Sleeping on the job... though that's paperwork for 

you. You have proficiency in firearms and know how to make a plan, and aren't liable to 
be bribed like others may. You're a paragon of justice, meant to uphold the law regardless 
of what may come. 

  
-Shady Dealer (100CP) 

+Can track down illegal items 
+Plenty of business from illicit corporate deals 
-No honor amongst thieves 

-Good luck if you're caught in the act 
You wake up in your safe house, after an impressive night on the town. Your email has a 

few notices on who wants to buy what, whether it be drugs, or guns, or biological 
materials after Raccoon City. Regardless of your trade, there's always someone willing to 
deal... just make sure you play it safe. 

  
TALENTS: 

The world of Resident Evil is not one of superpowers. Not one of the usual kind, anyway. 
As a result, you'll be focusing more on the body and mind, to hone yourself as you see fit. 
Choose wisely in this world of zombies. 

  
-Sculpted Form (100CP) (Free: Drop-In) 

You know the importance of a proper body, of how your shape can determine the 
difference between zombie survivor and zombie food. You've trained yourself to be 
physically fit, as well as increasing your stamina by a noticeable amount. You're not at 

peak human fitness, but you can definitely lift, bro. 
  

-Keen Eye (100CP) (Free: Law Official) 
Why fight in melee range when you can just shoot your enemies from a distance? 
Whether you've been trained or self-taught, you have a proficiency with firearms and can 

aim them rather well. Not as good as Annie Oakley or Simo Hayha, but you're still rather 
good. 

  
-Knowledge Base (100CP) (Free: Researcher) 



You understand that the more you know, the more you can act. It becomes easy to learn 
subjects of knowledge when you put your mind to it, and you find it easier to recollect 

things learned in the past. 
  

-Underworld Navigator (100CP) (Free: Shady Dealer) 
For every world of light, there is dark. You know this to be true, and have made it your 
home. It's easier for you to find where the black market sales are going down, as well as 

places to hide out in the event you need to lose someone. 
  

-Opportunist (300CP) (50% off: Drop-In) 
Nothing goes to waste with you! You have greater situational awareness, letting you spot 
out useful items more quickly than most. Ammo, equipment, parts... very little escapes 

you. You need to keep an eye out to survive in this world after all. 
  

-Off The Walls (300CP) (50% off: Law Official) 
That criminal scum should have stopped. Taking this means you have an intimate 
knowledge of parkour and your surroundings, letting you map out the quickest way to get 

somewhere. As a side effect, this makes you better at dodging dangerous attacks. 
  

-Differential Diagnosis (300CP) (50% off: Researcher) 
Forewarned is forearmed, and nowhere is this more important than with health. You can 
pick up on health issues of others and determine a cause rather quickly. This only works 

with illnesses you know of, requiring you to study extensively to make any use of it. 
  

-Wheelman (300CP) (50% off: Shady Dealer) 
When the going gets tough, the tough gets out of there. You know how to work vehicles, 
repair them, hotwire them, and drive them in a competent manner. If you apply yourself, 

this benefit can extend to boats and aircraft as well. 
  

-Antibodies (600CP) (50% off: Drop-In) 
In a world of mutagenic pathogens and viral agents, a little defense never hurt anyone... 
or in your case, a lot. It's much more difficult to be infected by such things as the T-Virus, 

and parasitic creatures need quite a bit of work to get you. This doesn't mean you can 
swim in a pool of infected T-Virus blood, but anything less is going to be ineffective. 

This will mean your average zombie and mutation battles will have much less risk than 
they normally would. As a bonus, this makes you immune to any normal sickness and 
very resistant to other virulent conditions. 

  
-S.T.A.R.S. Training (600CP) (50% off: Law Official) 

When someone says the phrase 'get shit done', often times they refer to you. You have a 
cool head during stressful situations, and have high proficiency in melee combat along 
with ranged weapons. Once you're determined to do something, you have the mental 

fortitude to see it through to the end. You also have knowledge of just where to aim your 
attacks whether you wish to disable someone or kill them, regardless of whether they're 

human or mutated. At the same time, you can successfully aim weapons in improbable 
positions, like hanging from a moving helicopter. 



  
-Virologist (600CP) (50% off: Researcher) 

It's all in the genes, they say. You know that can be a load of bullshit, but there are rare 
cases where you can prove it. You're capable of studying and understanding all sorts of 

mutagenic agents provided you take the time to do so. In time you can learn how they 
work, allowing you to make adjustments or even tailor similar pathogens on your own 
provided you have the right equipment to do so. This also makes you an expert at 

studying the genetic differences of other organic beings. 
  

-Shadow Man (600CP) (50% off: Shady Dealer) 
Sometimes the best way to win a battle is to avoid the battle altogether. You know the 
best paths to lose someone, and the best ways to sneak around. You're an expert at 

moving while making as little sound as possible, and are capable of knowing when is the 
best moment to dash across an open point. This makes you very capable of sneaking 

around law enforcement, treacherous dealers, or even zombies provided you aren't 
obvious about things. It won't make you invisible to them, but it will make avoiding them 
easier... or allow you to set up a stealth kill. 

  
EQUIPMENT: 

Whaddya' buyin'? There's a selection here that will hopefully get you on your way in this 
realm of mad science gone wrong. 
  

Each weapon comes with five magazines. 
  

-Beretta 92F Custom (100CP) (Free: Law Official) 
A custom pistol designated for members of S.T.A.R.S., these pistols saw very little use 
once Raccoon was destroyed. This weapon is highly customizable and is a reliable 

sidearm. 
  

-SIGPRO SP2009 (100CP) (Free: Shady Dealer) 
A 9mm pistol mostly made of plastic and polymers, this lightweight gun is easy to use 
and can be modified to fire enhanced rounds. With modification, this pistol could pass 

through a metal detector and remain hidden. 
  

-Calico M-100P (100CP) (Free: Drop-In) 
A semi-automatic pistol able to fire .22 LR rounds in rapid succession. Unable to be 
customized by normal means, but it offers a higher rate of fire. 

  
-Hypo Gun (100CP) (Free: Researcher) 

Not necessarily a weapon, this device makes it easier to inoculate yourself or someone 
else with a serum via syringe. Very useful for medicine or experimentation, whatever 
floats your boat. 

  
-M1911 Pistol (150CP) 

A seven-shot handgun that uses .45 caliber rounds, this weapon packs a powerful punch. 
If you can handle the recoil, it will serve you well. 



  
-Heckler & Koch MP5 (200CP) (50% off: Law Official) 

A 9mm submachine gun that is highly customizable, and can be adapted for many 
different situations. 

  
-Glock 18 Machine Pistol (200CP) (50% off: Shady Dealer) 
A Glock pistol that has been illegally modified to provide automatic fire. Allows for 

customization and easy to hide. 
  

-                 (200CP) (50% off: Drop-In) 
A small, rapid-fire weapon capable of delivering a lot of damage in a short amount of 
time. 

  
-Vaccine (200CP) (50% off: Researcher) 

You get five doses of T-Virus Vaccine. It protects the user from the T-Virus any time 
they are bitten, but it is only a preventive measure. Another dose must be used every time 
after an attempted infection, with time you may be able to make more. 

  
-Chicago Typewriter (200CP) 

It's time to send those zombies a message! Don't be caught out of style, deliver it in the 
most fashionable means available. Can be customizable. 
  

-Armsel Protecta (300CP) 
Better known as a 'Street Sweeper', this 12-gauge combat shotgun will make short work 

of a lot of enemies. 
  
-Dosh King (50CP) (Free: Shady Dealer) 

The world may have zombies, but currency speaks louder than any zombie moan. With 
this you get $150,000 to start yourself off. Shady Dealers get $500,000 instead. 

  
-Remington Model 870 (150CP) 
A standard pump-action shotgun. Very popular in zombie scenarios of all kinds, you get 

the chance to use it for yourself in this particular setting. 
  

-Body Armor (100CP) (50% off: Law Official) 
There's more than zombies to worry about in this world. With this lightweight body 
armor you'll be prepared. This can stop anything up to a submachine gun. 

  
-Satellite Phone (100CP) (50% off: Researcher) 

For people who need to always be connected. This device allows you to get signal no 
matter where you are, and has an unlimited battery as well! 
  

-Camaro (300CP) 
Walking is for losers! Drive around wasting zombies in this AMAZING 1991 Chevrolet 

Camaro. Never runs out of gas, comes in whatever style you desire. 
  



-GPS Unit (50CP) (Free: Drop-In) 
Never get lost with this device. A hand-held screen that shows you your location and any 

location you may have marked. Updates itself constantly, and can combine with another 
device if you wish it for no cost. 

  
-Crossbow (200CP) 
A silent alternative to the loud noises of firearms. Six arrows to a magazine, the arrows 

and the crossbow itself can be modified with different ordnance. 
  

DRAWBACKS: 
Of course, if that's not enough for you there's always a way to gain more points. You may 
take up to two drawbacks. 

  
-Tremor (+100CP) 

Maybe you're nervous. Maybe it's the fear kicking in. Or maybe you just suck at aiming. 
Either way your proficiency with firearms takes a terrible dive, and your writing skills are 
poor to boot. 

  
-Cyclops (+100CP) 

Whether it's due to a birth defect or an incident, one of your eyes is useless. You can only 
see with one eye, affecting depth perception and your range of view. Hope you can hear 
well enough. 

  
-Bounty (+100CP) 

A hitman has been hired to kill you. He won't reason with you, and he won't take you 
head-on either. Expect him to try and strike at the most inopportune moments for you. 
  

-Lame (+200CP) 
You had a bad accident at some point in the past. You walk with a limp, and cannot move 

from place to place quickly. Hope you don't meet the fast zombies. 
  
-Keeping Secrets (+200CP) 

In a zombie situation, paranoia is the name of the game. With this drawback, no one will 
tell you that they've been bitten or infected until it's too late. They'll all be hiding the 

signs. Trust will be quite difficult with this one. 
  
-Corporation Games (+300CP) 

You have a rare genetic marker that makes you perfect for some new manner of virus. 
The corporations want you badly as a result, and damn what needs to be done. 

Government agents will be bribed to make things hard for you, you'll always have a tail, 
and hospitals will always rat you out. Be prepared to always stay on the move. 
  

-Wesker (+300CP) 
Albert Wesker has set his eyes on you, and found you interesting. He wants to study you 

in detail to use in his plans... but he wants your body, not your mind. Expect frequent 
assassination attempts, various viral attacks on the areas you inhabit, and engineered traps 



to see you dead. The man wants to be a god, and he'll stop at nothing to gain the pieces he 
feels he needs. 

  
  

END CHOICES: 
Should you survive the world of Resident Evil, you have three options: 
  

-Go Home: It's the end of the road. You've had enough. You return to your world with all 
you have accumulated so far. 

  
-Stay here: You feel comfortable in a world of mad science and mutagens? If so, you can 
live the rest of your life in this place. 

  
-Next Adventure: Pack up and make peace with your friends, then prepare yourself. The 

next jump awaits. 
  
  

NOTES: 
-If you are infected with a virus and it kills you, you will be sent back home. Even if it is 

meant to restore you upon death, it will still count as a death. 
-Pokemon infected by the virus will be K.O.d, and will require 8 hours of rest rather than 
be turned into a zombie. Companions still carry the normal risk, but will be harder to 

infect as though they have the Antibodies perk. This will not carry over to the next jump. 
-Deliberately infecting yourself with Progenitor or any of its derivatives will be seen as 

choosing to stay in this world. Mutagenic agents created yourself does not count against 
this rule. 
-Upon succeeding the jump, your workshop will gain the means necessary to craft your 

own ammunition for any weapons you have purchased. 
-Your Medbay will be capable of creating mutagenic agents if you have the necessary 

perks. 
 


